Articulator wide-area rotary with fully floating heads, the latest technology which is the Beaver LT132 and the smaller economical T12 machine.

Meet the-Hayer team on Stand C57, and inspect the machines, you won’t be disappointed.

DAVID HEMSTOCK ASSOCIATES

Stand No. 30A

Suite 4d, East Mill, Bridgfoot, Belper, Derbyshire, DE56 2UA, Tel & Fax 0773 8271115, 0602 499080

Tel: 01629 542680

Contact: David Hemstock Bsc., CEng.

A professional, creative and cost-effective approach is assured from David Hemstock Associates, specialist design consultants dedicated to the restoration or rejuvenation of established courses, and the development of enjoyable, attractive and successful new projects.

The company specialises in survey, design, project management, aftercare for schemes large and small, always combining creativity with technical expertise.

Recent design projects include Ashbourne, Eastham Lodge, and West Bradford Golf Clubs; with two new courses, the Manor Golf Club, Leeds, and Rufford Park Golf Centre, Nottinghamshire, opening in 1994. To handle enquiries from continental Europe, an office has now been established in Germany.

HENTON & CHATTELL LTD

Stand No. C53

London Road, Nottingham, NG2 3HW.
Tel: 0602 862161 Fax: 0602 866169

Contact: Peter Chaloner

Over the last 30 years Henton & Chatnell has established itself as the UK’s No.1 grass machinery distributor. The Quickpart services supplies parts to over a thousand trade, professionals, garden contractor, and industrial customers throughout the country. With over 40,000 lines of stock Quickpart ensures a fast, reliable ‘one stop shop’ supply of parts for all your grass machinery needs. We also offer competitive prices and excellent service for the supply of Ransomes, Cushman, Kubota, Flymo, Atco, Honda, Vorta, Mountfield, Westway, Wessex, Hardi, Allen, Andrews, Dori, Littletower new machinery.

H. E. HEWITT & SONS LTD

Stand No. B54

45 Cambridge Road, Cosby, Leicester,
Tel: 0116 2867029 Fax: 0116 2751084

Contact: Richard Rich

W E Hewitt & Son, Ltd established over 30 years. Specialists in turfstorn construction and design. Drainage systems designed using state of the art technology. Demonstrations of the 3D CAD/CAM software and hardware every hour on the hour Stand B54. Also there will be experienced staff on the stand to help with any queries.

HHI ELECTRONICS

Stand No. C19

Unit G15, Rudford Industrial Estate, Anudel, North Sussex, BN18 0BD, Tel: 0903 730068 Fax: 0903 329257

Contact: David Carter

HHI manufactures a range of irrigation controllers capable of controlling from 4 to 4000 solenoid valves. The company makes both multi-wire and two-wire irrigation controllers, the two-wire controllers are designed for turf irrigation over a large area type. This year HHI Electronics is launching the MCI-400S two wire controller which is designed for irrigation of Golf Courses. The unit can control up to 4000 solenoid valves with up to 12 valves being operated simultaneously. All controllers include an impressive range of features and with the capability to customise the controller to meet the customers requirements. The controllers also allow the direct attachment of the light sensor, a rain sensor and/or a volume meter to provide more sophisticated control of irrigation.

H.L.D LIMITED

Stand No. C29

New Potters Grange Road, Goole,
North Humberside, DN14 6XF, Tel: 0405 766060 Fax: 0405 766060

Contact: Martin Spence

Exhibiting for the first time, HLD will be featuring all aspects of their timber landscape and engineering product range. With projects completed on several prestigious golf courses throughout the UK, the HL D offers an unrivalled service for the design manufacture and installation of timber bridges, boardwalks and access structures. Lake edge and bank retention projects have been completed using the__

HLD Weeber hout system and modular pergolas, working not only as groundsmen and greenkeepers but also as playing-field officers, landscape managers, estate supervisors, contractors and in horticulture and arboriculture, education and training. They benefit from access to valued qualifications through the Institute’s own examination system, supported by a reference library, practical training courses, seminars and conferences, exhibitions and field days, and a free monthly magazine. There is also a package of special membership benefits and a programme of social activities through 45 regional branches.

INTER-DRAIN LIMITED

Stand No. A36A

Holland Hill, Low Road, Northwheat, Rosedale,
Notts, DN22 9DS, Tel: 01427 880000 Fax: 01427 881024

Contact: John T Taylor

The new all AEBI TT6 Terratrac implement carrier with three point linkage and PTO at the front and rear of the machine, 46 horse power, fully hydrostatic drive, 4 modes of steering – all selectable from the drivers seat. This gives a wide range in applications i.e. Golf course, landscaping and sportfield maintenance. With its wide wheel base and low centre of gravity the AEBI Terratracs are still ideal for embankment mowing.

INTER SEEDS LTD

Stand No. C7

Thorn Farm, Evesham Road, Inkberrow,
Worcestershire, WR7 4LJ, Tel: 01386 793135 Fax: 01386 792715

Contact: Derek Smith

The PR range of amenity grass mixtures continue to represent the best value available. Top varieties have been formulated into 20 specialist PR mixtures, in addition mixtures can be tailored to suit individual projects.

In line with the continued interest in conservation 11 PR FLORA wildflower mixtures have been designed to suit specific types of ground using only native British Species. Also available is a new series of pre-germinated grass blends and a range of biodegradable erosion control matting for establishment of vegetation on difficult and steep sites. Technical staff will be available to answer enquiries.

INTURF LIMITED

Stand No. A36

Regent Street, Pocklington, York, Y04 2QN, Tel: 0759 3041015, Fax: 01759 305229

Contact: Jane Edwards

Inturf, as well established grower of high quality, purpose-grown turf, will this year again display their full range of turf products alongside their newly mechanised turf handling and installation equipment. Technical advisory services are available under the banner of Turfgrass Services International Ltd, a company operated within the Inturf Group. This company was set up to achieve the accomplishment of a total quality management system verified by ISO 9002. Qualified Company personnel will be available to discuss all requirements. Please visit our stand number A36A.

JACOBSEN E-Z-GO

Stand No. C51

Telford Way, Kettering, Northants, NN16 8UN, Tel: 01536 417777 Fax: 01536 310245

Contact: Mark Orme / Scott Bullock

Jacobsen one of the world’s leading manufacturers of grass cutting and turf maintenance equipment will be attending BTME 1995. Jacobsen will be exhibiting a wide range of equipment which is capable of undertaking all turf maintenance required on golf courses, parks and indeed on any area of amenity turf. Whatever your turf care requirements visit Jacobsen on Stand No. C51.

On show will be a comprehensive range of turf care and grass cutting machinery to maintain a golf course in a top class condition. Machinery being exhibited includes tees, greens, rough and fairway mowers and also a range of maintenance trucks and attachments.

JOHN DEERE

Stand No. B48

Llangar, Nottingham, NG13 9HT, Tel: 0949 660491.
Fax: 0949 860491

Contact: Graham Williams

John Deere’s commitment to the golf and turf industry is reflected in a full range of equipment being exhibited at Harrogate. The Company has experienced considerable...
growth in 1994 and looks forward to additional success in 1995. Much of our growth has come from the 3235 lightweight fairway mower, the 2653 Tees and Surrounds mower and the 2243 Greens triplex. Our machines have proved popular with greenkeepers because of their high quality of cut and ease of adjustment. The Gator low ground pressure utility vehicle is ideal for all load-carrying operations. Our machines have proved popular with greenkeepers because of their high quality of cut and replaces the popular 22" greens mower. A new 1145 with 28hp will be many greenkeepers choice for cutting the rough.

Please call by and take a look at the exciting range of John Deere golf course equipment.

JOHNSONS SEEDS
Stand No. A20
London Road, Boston, Lincolnshire, PE21 8AD,
Tel: 0205 365051 Fax: 0205 359857
Contact: Paul Clayton/Duncan Beales

Long and Short Grass Mixtures from Johnsons – Colour photographic panels will illustrate how Johnsons varied range of golf course mixtures satisfy the company’s slogan ‘The long and short of it’ – long for roughs and the naturaltistic areas around the golf course; and short for the Greens and parts of the Fairways.

Full details are provided on the specialist mixtures – J1 and J2 (both treated with the fungicide Apron T) and Greensmaster for Greens; J3 for both Tees and Fairways; JG 64 for Fairways alone; and JG for Roughs. Examples of wild flower mixes are also available to blend with the grass in certain areas. Johnsons J Team will be present to discuss individual golf course requirements.

KAWASAKI MOTORS (UK) LTD
Stand No. C15
1 Dukes Meadow, Millboard Road, Bourne End, Buckinghamshire, SL8 5XF, Tel: 01628 851000
Fax: 01628 850886
Contact: Peter Yeow

With low ground pressure characteristics, automatic drive, useful cargo beds and ability to carry up to two people, Kawasaki’s Mule utility vehicles are finding many customers in turf care.

The Mule 2500 displayed is fitted with a top dresser powered by a Hydraulic Power Pack to demonstrate the versatility offered. Other variants include the Mule 2500E which can be registered for limited road use by bonafide users, plus the 4x4 Mule 2510. Able to use a wide variety of after-market equipment, and with weatherbreak (not safety) cabs available as Genuine Accessories, these vehicles offer year-round practicality for a host of tasks.

Come and say hello to
CAROL DUTTON
Senior Advertising Sales Executive
on the BIGGA stand, C50, at Harrogate.

KESTREL GOLF
Stand No. B15
The Fairways, King Street Lane, Winnersh,
Wokingham, Berkshire, RG11 5AX.
Tel: 0734 792954 Fax: 0734 795353
Contact: Lynne Hedges

Kestrel Golf together with its mother company E&S Sports Ground Contractors offer a highly professional team who are capable of dealing with all aspects of sports turf and golf course maintenance and construction work. Kestrel Golf are currently building a Jack Nicklaus design course at Brocours, Hertfordshire and with the additional experience of several other construction projects, the Kestrel team can offer a high standard of workmanship. E&S Sports Ground Contractors provide a complete sports turf maintenance service, including cultivation and seeding, drainage, sand and gravel slitting, topdressing and sand spreading using E&S's own designed Red Valiant Top Dresser.

KINGS HORTICULTURE LTD
Stand No. B9
4 Lancaster Way, Ears Colne Industrial Park, Ears Colne, Colchester, CO6 2NS, Tel: 0757 223300

G-600 Check-O-Matic, Hydraulic and Electric Valve-In-Head
G-550 Hydraulic Valve-In-Head

L.G.M. LTD (LESCO)
Stand No. C54B
Unit 17 Hertford Road, Luton, Bedfordshire, SG14 1LR,
Tel: 01582 850924 Fax: 01582 850924
Contact: Carol Dutton

L.G.M. LTD (Lesco) will be exhibiting the widely accepted Lesco 3000 Greensmower, complete with 3 wheel drive, greens units and turf groomers. Also available are tee/surround units and verit-cal units for all three Lesco Greensmower models. For granular fertilizer distribution Lesco offer a 80lb Cyclone spreader with deflection chute and hopper cover, with the deflection chute lowered fertiliser is only ejected to one side of the machine. The Lesco 80lb Cyclone spreader is now established as being the most accurate on the market. The application of the fine granular fertiliser or seed can be obtained from the Lesco 36" drop spreader.

The long and short of it - long for roughs and short for the Greens and parts of the Fairways.

The Mule 2500 displayed is fitted with a top dresser powered by a Hydraulic Power Pack to demonstrate the versatility offered. Other variants include the Mule 2500E which can be registered for limited road use by bonafide users, plus the 4x4 Mule 2510. Able to use a wide variety of after-market equipment, and with weatherbreak (not safety) cabs available as Genuine Accessories, these vehicles offer year-round practicality for a host of tasks.

Kestrel Golf together with its mother company E&S Sports Ground Contractors offer a highly professional team who are capable of dealing with all aspects of sports turf and golf course maintenance and construction work. Kestrel Golf are currently building a Jack Nicklaus design course at Brocours, Hertfordshire and with the additional experience of several other construction projects, the Kestrel team can offer a high standard of workmanship. E&S Sports Ground Contractors provide a complete sports turf maintenance service, including cultivation and seeding, drainage, sand and gravel slitting, topdressing and sand spreading using E&S's own designed Red Valiant Top Dresser.

Kings Horticulture Ltd stand, C50, at the BIGGA show. Also featured is the 29hp ST-30 tractor with Bi-Speed Turn together with a selection of professional ride-on mowers. A line-up of power products – walk behind mowers, brushcutters and hedge trimmers can also be seen.

L.G.M. LTD (LESCO)
Stand No. C54B
Unit 17 Hertford Road, Luton, Bedfordshire, SG14 1LR,
Tel: 01582 850924 Fax: 01582 850924
Contact: Carol Dutton

L.G.M. LTD (Lesco) will be exhibiting the widely accepted Lesco 3000 Greensmower, complete with 3 wheel drive, greens units and turf groomers. Also available are tee/surround units and verit-cal units for all three Lesco Greensmower models. For granular fertilizer distribution Lesco offer a 80lb Cyclone spreader with deflection chute and hopper cover, with the deflection chute lowered fertiliser is only ejected to one side of the machine. The Lesco 80lb Cyclone spreader is now established as being the most accurate on the market. The application of the fine granular fertiliser or seed can be obtained from the Lesco 36" drop spreader.

The long and short of it - long for roughs and short for the Greens and parts of the Fairways.

The Mule 2500 displayed is fitted with a top dresser powered by a Hydraulic Power Pack to demonstrate the versatility offered. Other variants include the Mule 2500E which can be registered for limited road use by bonafide users, plus the 4x4 Mule 2510. Able to use a wide variety of after-market equipment, and with weatherbreak (not safety) cabs available as Genuine Accessories, these vehicles offer year-round practicality for a host of tasks.

Kestrel Golf together with its mother company E&S Sports Ground Contractors offer a highly professional team who are capable of dealing with all aspects of sports turf and golf course maintenance and construction work. Kestrel Golf are currently building a Jack Nicklaus design course at Brocours, Hertfordshire and with the additional experience of several other construction projects, the Kestrel team can offer a high standard of workmanship. E&S Sports Ground Contractors provide a complete sports turf maintenance service, including cultivation and seeding, drainage, sand and gravel slitting, topdressing and sand spreading using E&S's own designed Red Valiant Top Dresser.

Kings Horticulture Ltd stand, C50, at the BIGGA show. Also featured is the 29hp ST-30 tractor with Bi-Speed Turn together with a selection of professional ride-on mowers. A line-up of power products – walk behind mowers, brushcutters and hedge trimmers can also be seen.

L.G.M. LTD (LESCO)
Stand No. C54B
Unit 17 Hertford Road, Luton, Bedfordshire, SG14 1LR,
Tel: 01582 850924 Fax: 01582 850924
Contact: Carol Dutton

L.G.M. LTD (Lesco) will be exhibiting the widely accepted Lesco 3000 Greensmower, complete with 3 wheel drive, greens units and turf groomers. Also available are tee/surround units and verit-cal units for all three Lesco Greensmower models. For granular fertilizer distribution Lesco offer a 80lb Cyclone spreader with deflection chute and hopper cover, with the deflection chute lowered fertiliser is only ejected to one side of the machine. The Lesco 80lb Cyclone spreader is now established as being the most accurate on the market. The application of the fine granular fertiliser or seed can be obtained from the Lesco 36" drop spreader.
LAMBORGHINI (UK)  
Stand No. C61
Barby Lane, Barby, Nr Rugby, Warwickshire, CV23 8TD, Tel: 0788 891446 Fax: 0788 891387
Contact: Keith Ford
Established in 1990 and with 25, 33 and 42 DIN HP compact models. 12x12 synchro-mesh. 60 & 75 DIN HP compact format, high specification models with reverse drive and front linkage and P.T.O. options.

LANDINI LIMITED  
Stand No. C23
1 Blueridge Industrial Estate, Halstead, Essex, CO9 2EX, Tel: 0787 476699 Fax: 0787 472507
Contact: Michael Pomfret
Landini is a leading British manufacturer offering a unique service to the golf industry. Established in 1982, the company drew personnel from within the lining and civil engineering industry to offer the customer expertise and technical expertise to supply and install complex water features, lakes and irrigation reservoirs on new and established golf courses throughout Europe. Landini offer the specialist Landfill and Alkorpian geomechanics and complimentary geotextiles. These materials provide Architects and Engineers with the means to design sophisticated water features, which not only enhance the course, adding a golfing challenge, but are virtually maintenance free.

LEVINGTON HORTICULTURE LTD  
Stand No. B1
Paper Mill Lane, Bramford, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP8 4BZ, Tel: 01473 830492 Fax: 01473 830492
Contact: Alan Shaw
Levington Horticulture Ltd (formerly Fisons Horticulture Division) are launching a new version of Tufclear, the popular turf fungicide and worm control product. Tufclear (containing carbendazim) is now available in pre-measured, water-soluble sachets – greatly simplifying the mixing and ensuring accuracy in use. Full details will also be available on the comprehensive Greenmaster range of liquid and granular turf fertilizers, specially formulated for accuracy, ease of use, reliable turf growth and colour response. Completing the Levington turfcare range, Sportmaster outfitters field fertilizers will be featured, along with the selective turf herbicide Tritox (containing MCPA, Mecropor and Dimcarba).

LINDUM SEEDED TURF  
Stand No. B3
West Grange, Thongsby, York, Y04 6DL, Tel: 0904 446875 Fax: 0904 446713
Contact: Stephen Fell
Lindum Turf has a range of turf to suit all golf course requirements, be it new course construction or replacement of existing turf. Our greens mixes contain 45% or 40% bent content and three grades of tees turf will be on display. The Lindum golf course tree package launched at BTME Harrogate Show both the TM100 and TM150 will be featured. Each machine combines robust construction with ease of maintenance and therefore down time is kept to a minimum. And when used in pairs the 100 & 150 have suitable time spacing and sizes are available, from mini hollow and solids to 19mm hollow giving up to 5 inch depth. All the current heads and sizes will be on display. Also featured will be the popular greenkeeper pedestrian Aerator, the 21 inch greenkeeper offers reliability at an affordable price. So if you are looking for an aerator in 1995 why not visit our stand?

MASHFELL TURF  
Stand No. C4
25, 33 and 42 DIN HP compact models. 12x12 synchro-mesh. 60 & 75 DIN HP compact format, high specification models with reverse drive and front linkage and P.T.O. options.

MARTIN BROTHERS UK LTD  
Contact: Derek Haley
In show this year will be the new Lloyds ELITE' Motor Triple together with our new 24" Paladin Fine Turf Motor Mower with re-designed grassbox. Also on show will be our Leda Gang Mowers suitable for the rough and semi-rough areas of golf courses. Our staff will be pleased to discuss with both prospective and existing customers our complete range of professional grass cutting equipment and our after sales service, which can be claimed to be second to none, backed up by our helpful trained staff both in the office and in the field.

MILLER LTD  
Contact: Alan Shaw
Moss Bros, Lichfield, Staffs, WS13 7DD, Tel: 01827 726315 Fax: 01827 726315
Contact: Mr J P A Langley
They provide tees with the inherent ability to recover rapidly with Europe's largest Rayco stump grinder.

MOMMERSTEEG SEED CO  
BB2 4PJ, Tel: 01254 262431 Fax: 01245 694302
Contact: Mr P A Langley
When used correctly, they will stimulate increased root and bent content and three grades of tees turf will be on display. The Lindum golf course tree package launched at BTME Harrogate Show both the TM100 and TM150 will be featured. Each machine combines robust construction with ease of maintenance and therefore down time is kept to a minimum. And when used in pairs the 100 & 150 have suitable time spacing and sizes are available, from mini hollow and solids to 19mm hollow giving up to 5 inch depth. All the current heads and sizes will be on display. Also featured will be the popular greenkeeper pedestrian Aerator, the 21 inch greenkeeper offers reliability at an affordable price. So if you are looking for an aerator in 1995 why not visit our stand?

MOMMERSTEEG SEED CO  
28 George Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire, SK9 7EJ, Tel: 01625 564713 Fax: 01625 566310
Contact: Nick Gray/Andrew Law
Milton Brothers are a specialist company offering a unique service to the golf industry. Established in 1982, the company drew personnel from within the lining and civil engineering industry to offer the customer expertise and technical expertise to supply and install complex water features, lakes and irrigation reservoirs on new and established golf courses throughout Europe.

MULTICORE AERATORS LTD  
Contact: Brian Watson
At the BTME Harrogate Show both the TM100 and TM150 will be featured. Each machine combines robust construction with ease of maintenance and therefore down time is kept to a minimum. And when used in pairs the 100 & 150 have suitable time spacing and sizes are available, from mini hollow and solids to 19mm hollow giving up to 5 inch depth. All the current heads and sizes will be on display. Also featured will be the popular greenkeeper pedestrian Aerator, the 21 inch greenkeeper offers reliability at an affordable price. So if you are looking for an aerator in 1995 why not visit our stand?

MYERSCROUGH COLLEGE  
Stand No. B4
Myerscough Hall, Bislichmore, Preston, Lancashire, PR3 0RY, Tel: 01257 640611 Fax: 01257 640842
Contact: Tony Doe
Massey Ferguson Grass Equipment supplies a wide range of compact tractors and turfcare machinery for the professional groundscares market. In addition to its own branded products, the company is the exclusive distributor for Iseki turfcare equipment and Buccher grounds maintenance machines in the UK and Ireland. All three ranges are sold through a nationwide network of dealers.

NATIONAL TURFGRASS COUNCIL  
Stand No. C4
Hunters Lodge, Dr Brown Roads, Minchinhampton, Stroud, Gloucestershire, GL6 9BT, Tel: 01453 828588 Fax: 01453 714499
Contact: Paul Hem, Chief Executive
The NTC is demonstrating its current work for the industry, covering the whole range of sports turf and amenity grassland. The NTC is concerned with the application of BS7570 and BS5750 to turf care management. It has also taken part in pilot testing BS750 on Environmental Management, and information will be available on how this can be applied by turfgrass managers. The Stand will display the full range of NTC publications, and provide details of forthcoming events.

NATURE FIRST LTD  
Stand No. C21
Wood Lane, Down Hatherley, Gloucester, GL14 3JX, Tel: 0452 731199 Fax: 0452 731131
Contact: Martin Bromage
Nature First is kept in top condition up to 50cm in circumference on a nationwide basis using machines with rootball diameters from 750mm to 2.1m. Ten to fifteen trees can be transplanted in a day, depending on size. Nature First are also able to transplant large trees weighing up to 50 tonnes by using lifting frames and mobile cranes. In addition Nature First are able to supply an extensive range of semi-mature deciduous and coniferous stock, offering a full planting service. Nature First Ltd also offers a comprehensive agricultural service, including stump grinding with Europe's largest Rayco stump grinder.

NEELTON LIMITED  
Contact: Mr P A Langley
Neelton Advanced Turf is the unique combination of a mesh stabilised, free-draining rootzone and natural turf. Together they provide tees with the inherent ability to recover rapidly from damage and equally ensure the divots are half the
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normal size. Advanced turf greens possess unrivalled resistance to compaction so that the turf remains healthy and high infiltration rates are maintained. Walkways and cart paths are able to withstand frequent use as a result of the system's high load-bearing capacity.

Standard equipment on the Ford C220 includes a dual range Hydro Transmission, automatic 4WD and a weight transfer system for improved traction. Exhibited with a 60 inch flail mower, the C229 is an ideal choice for contractors. Demand is increasing for grass collection and as a result Ford offer two designed collectors for GT diesel mowers and 1200/1520 compact tractors. Three bags provide about 10cu ft of grass capacity.

Oaklands College

Stand No. C37
Oaklands Campus, Hatfield Road, St Albans, Hertfordshire, AL4 0JA, Tel: 0727 850651, Fax: 03-3191234.

Contact: Ian Merrick

Oaklands is proud to be one of the G.T.C.'s "approved" colleges for Greenkeeper training and can justly boast in its exceptional facilities and teaching staff.

Oaklands offers the Greenkeeper a wide range of courses including:

- N.V.Q. Level 2&3 – One year full-time course leading to the National Certificate in Greenkeeping & Sports Turf Management
- 2 year full-time course leading to National Diploma in Horticulture with Greenkeeping options, 2 year H.N.D. course in Land Based Industries.

The College also offers a wide range of short courses including:

- Assessors Training Award (D32 + D33), sprayer, chain saw and machinery courses.
- For further details, talk to staff on our stand or write to Miss S Bone, Admissions Officer, Oaklands Campus.

Ocmis Irrigation Ltd

Stand No. A32A
High Burrow, Kingsbury, Martock, Somerset, TA12 6BU, Tel: 0460 241939 Fax: 0460 242198.

Contact: Sally Bennett

Ocmis are irrigation experts with a referred driven reputation in problem solving, system design, manufacture and supply, installation and servicing to the sport turf irrigation market.

This summer has seen the release in the United Kingdom of the new Buckner control system – Viking. This state of the art, PC based, control system features:

- Hydraulic flow optimisation
- Full remote control via telephone, 500 programmes, watchdog feature which telephones the superintendent to advise him of irregularities during the irrigation programme.

Ocmis is the exclusive UK agent of港股泵 stations and are national stockist of all types of pressure pipe, valves, sprinklers, mobile irrigators, pressure vessels, electric cables and accessories.

For more information contact Ocmis Irrigation UK Ltd – Head Office Tel: 01460 241939, Midlands Office Tel: 01789 414504, Northern Office Tel: 01924 453102, Scottish Office Tel: 0131 220 2102.

OUTDOOR POWER PRODUCTS LTD

Stand No. C6
Clare Street, Denton, Manchester, M34 3LQ, Tel: 061 320 8100 Fax: 061 335 0114

Contact: Stephen Bennett

Doubling their Stand size for BTME 1995, OPP will better show their innovative new products and established equipment.

New: four Cultivators, two Lawn Edgers and a Deep Root offering, all kitted priced.

Well established equipment includes the easily portable Fuji Robin Dagger Soil Ameliorator. 700ib capacity DR Powerwagon with Shp Briggs & Stratton engine, and compact drop spade with 1000lb load capacity.

The unique range of five DR Trimmer/Mowers that combine many of the features of brushcutters and mowers in one machine, are joined by the new Vector model. OPP's accessories and spares will also be shown.

PARKER HART

Stand No. C56
Maiden Green Farm, Maiden Road, Worcester Park.

Surrey, KT4 7NF, Tel: 0181 337 7791 Fax: 0181 330 7392

Contact: Bob Cook

Our experienced staff will be available to offer advice on all aspects of turf culture and will be pleased to discuss the range of services offered by Parker Hart.

Details will also be available on the exciting new range of fertilisers from Scotts UK Ltd.

So, for new or reconditioned machinery, contracting of hire, repairs and spares and the most comprehensive range of turf care consumables in the business – visit us first.

H Pattisson & Co Ltd

Stand No. B44
342 Selbourne Road, Luton, Bedfordshire, LU4 8RU, Tel: 0582 597262 Fax: 0582 505241

Contact: Iain Richardson

Pattisson Equipment can be found on most Golf Courses throughout Europe. Based at Luton the company has direct sales service equipped with mobile telephones ensuring prompt attention. It is the experience of the Pattisson staff that maintains its place as the leading European Golf Course Equipment supplier of innovative ideas and equipment, with constant upgrading of the regular Greenkeepers tools. The Supercut, HoleCutter and the Cup Remover are now accepted as basic requirements on every course.

Golf range and practice ground items are well catered for with very competitive prices. The Pattisson Range Ball Dispensers are simple to install 240 volt or 12 volt operation and very easy to maintain; the semi automatic Ball Washing unit combined with a Pattisson Elevator keeps the labour element of handling Range balls down to a minimum.

Pattisson also supplies custom bag-tags – membership discs, green fee labels, captain day flags, corporate hospitality packs, promotional packs, custom yardage markers, bag support stands, golf cups, club house medal boards, etc.

Come and say hello to Clare Douglas

Membership Services Office on the BIGGA stand, c50, at Harrogate.

PHILIP YORK & PARTNERS

Stand No. 87
39 Salisbury Street, Fordingbridge, Hants, SP6 1AB, Tel: 0425 652087 Fax: 0425 652476

Contact: Philip York

Europe's largest independent golf course irrigation consultants will be available to discuss how their cost effective services can benefit owners, members, management and staff alike when considering the purchase of an irrigation system, up-dating or adding to an existing one. Investing in alternative water sources or any other irrigation related matters.

PRIME WATERMAN

Stand No. B33
Trustans Farm, Westleton Road, Darsham, Saxmundham, Suffolk, Tel: 0728 686868 Fax: 0728 686868

Contact: Glynn Capital

Prime Waterman are main agents for the Weather-Matic range of irrigation equipment as well as being designers and installers of complete irrigation packages tailor-made for turf, landscape and sports applications.

The Weather-Matic range comprises impact and gear driven pop-up sprinklers together with remote control valves from brass and plastic materials and also electrical controllers giving more accurate pressure and mechanical controller costs.

Along with this Prime Waterman have introduced a three-wire, remote-valve control system which gives a visual display and printed record of the date and time of irrigation periods, watering times for individual stations.

PSD AGROMONY LTD

Stand No. A11
42 Garstang Road, Preston, Lancashire, PR1 1NA, Tel: 01772 884450 Fax: 01772 884445

Contact: J W Hacker

PSD Agromony Ltd provide a complete agronomic consultancy service for the Golf Course. Whether upgrading a mature course to cope with today's increased play or developing a new course, PSD Agromony can help you.

Many international golf courses are facing severe agronomic problems and PSD Agromony can provide the technical and analytical support necessary for a busy greenkeeping team.

New Golf Courses are being planned every week. Having PSD Agromony as part of the team will help ensure a high quality, well managed project. See Mike Habridge, John Hacker or David Stanfield on Stand A11 for further details of services.

R&R (UK) LTD

Stand No. C31B
Blackstone Road, Huntington, Cambridgehire, PE8 5FG, Tel: 0408 411146 Fax: 0408 450091.

Contact: Paul English

R & R are the Industry's supplier of Lift Equipment for large and small machines. Our products easily justify themselves on performance alone, but increasingly we are supplying golf courses who are concerned that they meet Health and Safety requirements. Kill two birds with one stone!

RAIN BIRD EUROPE

Stand No. B22
535 Rue George-Claude, Z I Les Milles, Aix-en-Provence, Cedex 13, 13792 France, Tel: 33 42 24 44 91 Fax: 33 42 24 24 72

Contact: Bruno Windegger

Spanning six continents and touching more than 100 countries, Rain Bird has supplied its products and services. Rain Bird has grown to a position of industry leadership through a 60-year commitment to uncompromising quality. Dating from the introduction of its first product, the original impact sprinkler, the company has been known for its innovation in both the design and application of its products.

Today Rain Bird offers landscape and golf architects the widest choice of pop-up impact or closed-base sprinklers, electric valves and water management control systems. Whatever your irrigation needs are - watering greens, football or rugby fields, horse race tracks, hockey fields, parks and city landscape developments, golf course or putting greens, there is always a Rain Bird solution.

RANSOMS, SIMS AND JEFFRIES LTD

Stand No. A30
Ransoms Way, Ipswich, IP3 9QG, Tel: 01473 270000 Fax: 01473 276300

Contact: Chris Saunders

A range of high performance equipment for year-round turf maintenance is featured in the Ransoms' exhibit. Making its European debut is the Fastak 29i lightweight fairway mower for high output precision mowing of quality turf. First time at BTME are the Greensplex 160 (petrol or diesel engines) and E-plex (all-electric) greens mowers, both already making an impact on the domestic market. These two products are joined by the Cushman Junior Turf-Truckster, a four wheel Turf-Truckster with power steering, a Ryan GA30 turf aerator and a Super Cerst walk-behind mower for precision work on golf greens, tennis courts and cricket squares.

REASEHEATH COLLEGE

Stand No. C40
Reaseheath, Nantwich, Cheshire, CW5 6DF, Tel: 01270 625131 Fax: 01270 625665

Contact: Dennis Mortram

Expert staff, superb practical training facilities and an attractive location provide the setting for your training needs. Part time courses include NVO Levels 2 and 3 and Greenkeeping in Day or Block Release, City and Guilds Phase IV Greenkeeping on Release, and IOG Turf Lawns are offered at National Diploma Levels.

Full time courses are also offered including HND Golf Course Management, and short courses for industry, such as FEPA Chemical Safety, are also available. Facilities include a nine hole golf course, bowling green and sports pitches, as well as excellent residential and social facilities.

RHÔNE POULENC

Stand No. A6
Environmental Products, Fyfield Road, Ongar, Essex, Tel: 0277 301115 Fax: 0277 301119

Contact: Simon Price

New R&P is ready to offer your opportunity to discuss all the technical benefits of new products such as Spearhead and the Guardian range of seeds. Spearhead is the ultimate all range selective herbicide for turf. It gives outstanding control of a broad range of weeds, including difficult to control turf.
species such as slender speedwell and the clovers. Guardian is a new and unique range of fungicide and poly-
mmer film coated grass seed mixtures which have been shown to germinate and emerge more reliably than ordi-
ary seed.  

Come to Stand A6 and see how Rhône Poulenc can assist with any problems you may have on in, in, or under your turf.

RIGBY TAYLOR LIMITED  
Stand No. A23  
Rigby Taylor House, Garside Street, Bolton, BL1 4AE, Tel: 0204 394888 Fax: 0204 385276  
Contact: Clive Williams  
Rigby Taylor will be supporting the educational content of the BTME Exhibition with a competition offering prizes for the correct identification of pests, diseases and weeds. 

Featured on the stand will be our latest introductions of golf course maintenance products, grass seed cultivars and Par Aide golf course equipment. Talk to Rigby Taylor about your Spring requirements.

RISBORO' TURF  
Stand No. B50  
Chinmore Road, Bledlow, Buckinghamshire, HP27 9PU, Tel: 0844 274127 Fax: 0844 274191  
Contact: Mark Barthelmie  
Risboro’ Turf will be displaying for the first time at BTME their range of mounted and pedestrian ACROW ball-pick-ers and sorrell rollers. We will also be displaying the new “Big Willy” pedestrian aerator. 

Mark Barthelmie, Peter Helps, Shaun Armstrong and Allan Moffatt will be on the stand throughout the week to wel-come customers old and new.

RITEFEED LTD  
Stand No. B51  
Electro House, Electron Works, Brook Street, Preston, Lancashire, PR1 7NH, Tel: 01772 253521 Fax: 01772 881338  
Contact: John Walker/Richard Lawrence  
Visit the Ritefeed stand, to find solutions. Discover why Ritefeed is the fastest growing fertiliser supplier to British golf courses. It is: The convenience of liquids, the comprehen-sive range - with products for all seasons, the quality of the product, with PH control optional wetting agent, the fact that you apply soil conditioner and fertiliser in one application. Many of Britain's top greenkeepers have found the Rite answer. Visit the Rite-feed stand - To discover the solution.

ROLAWN (TURF GROWERS) LTD  
Stand No. A32  
Elvington, York, YO4 5AR, Tel: 0904 608661 Fax: 0904 608272  
Contact: Terry Ryan  
Rolawn will be showing two new products at the exhibition. The new Turfmaster Budget Roll System which elimi-nates the use of mechanical laying machines and enables rapid and easy laying of 15 square yard rolls. New to the show will be the recently launched Minster Greens Turf to be shown at Harrogate for the first time. It contains the following STRI top rated cultivars - 40% Bar-green 40% Barcrown 20% Bardot. During 1995 a 50% Bargreen 50% Barcrown mixture will be available. Both the New System and Minster Turf are available with no minimum order from Rolawn's national network of turf depots.

RUDDOFF TOP DRESS SUPPLIES  
Stand No. A25  
Fairway House, South Stage, Broadway, Salford Quays, Manchester, M5 2UQ, Tel: 0161 877 8550 Fax: 0161 877 8554  
Contact: Peter Jofford  
Rufford Top Dress Supplies will be exhibiting their full range of products at the show. Consistency of materials is the key to the superior condition of greens, which is why Ruddoff place such importance on uniform particle size. With their own in-house laboratories they monitor con-stantly for quality.

SAXON INDUSTRIES  
Stand No. B30  
Lower Everland Road, Hungerford, Berkshire, Tel: 0488 684545 Fax: 0488 681525  
Contact: Mary Huxter  
Visit “Saxon Industries” on Stand No B30 to view their range of professional machines. The Saxon 30” pedestrian flail mower - a powerful machine designed for commercial use to cope with any crop on an annual cutting cycle, but...
STANDARD GOLF

WE RAISED THE STANDARD FOR GOLF

Our Professional Series Ball Washer is an improvement on the competition! Made from high grade space age plastic case and superior construction, its easy crank design and super ball cleaning action, it is able to wash up to four balls at a time. The Pro Washer can be mounted on our Tripod Ball Washer Stand, or attached to any 2-3/8" O.D. Post. Available at £118.78 each

Dimple-T Markers:
plain, numbered or personalised. Rugged durability. Dimple-Ts are 5" in diameter with moulded-in galvanised steel spikes for easy placement and removal.
Colours available:
Red, White, Blue, Yellow, Black.
Plain:
£0.22 each
Numbered:
£0.36 each
Personalised:
£0.66 each

Our Economy Rake is priced so low, you can order several for each bunker! The full-size 15" head is made from high-impact, molded plastic, and the 4' bright yellow handle is available in wood or long lasting fibreglass. NB: we no longer fit spikes as standard.
Complete rake w/Yellow Wood Handle:
£4.93 each plus VAT in packs of 12

SPECIAL OFFER
Green Ball Washer with 46" post @ £122 each

Ask for our full colour 1995 Catalogue and Price List

Driving Mat "Divot Action" 1.5m x 1.5m guaranteed for 12 months @ £195 each (or £170 each for nine). Ask for leasing details.
Contact Paula or Lisa at: Standard Golf (UK) Limited, Maxwell Hart Business Centre, PO Box 297, Lightwater GU18 5HJ Telephone: 01345 125398. Fax: 01276 452616

QUALITY FIRST

Specialists in land drainage, irrigation installations, golf course construction and maintenance

Complete land drainage service:
Tracked, rubber wheel and pedestrian continuous chain trenchers; large and small spinning wheel trenchers
also
Vertidrainers, sand slitters, sub soilers and mole ploughs

M J ABBOTT LIMITED

Bratch Lane, Dinton, Salisbury, Wiltshire SP3 5EB
Tel: 01722 716361 • Fax: 01722 716828

KESTREL GOLF LTD

Golf Course Construction and Refurbishment

• TEE EXTENSIONS
• GREEN RECONSTRUCTION AND ALTERATIONS
• BUNKER REFURBISHMENTS
• DRAINAGE

Tel: 01734 792954 Fax: 01734 795353
The Fairways, King Street Lane, Winnersh, Wokingham, Berkshire RG11 5AX

See us on Stand B15 at BTME
requirements with seed specialists then make a point of visiting stand B26 at this year’s exhibition.

SHELLEY SIGNS LTD
Stand No. B10
Eaton on Trent, Market Drayton, Shropshire, TF9 2BX; Tel: 01952 541483 Fax: 01952 541755
Contact: Richard Shelley
Shelley Signs Ltd will be displaying a wide range of signs and panels for both external and internal use. Products include: Tree Markers, Course maps and plans, Directional signs, Instruction signs, Car park control, Club entrance, Internal and brass engraved signs. The main material is Inset Printed Glass Reinforced Plastic. This material is ideal for external applications and is specified by local authorities nationwide. There is no limitation on the number of colours that may be used and a wide variety of framing systems are available. These range from modular supports to specially designed moulded finishes.

SISIS EQUIPMENT (MACCLESFIELD LTD)
Stand No. B46A
Hurdsfield Industrial Estate, Hulley Road, Macclesfield, SK10 2LZ; Tel: 0625 503030 Fax: 0625 427426
Contact: Mrs L J Hilton
On the SISIS stand will be the Technicore, a PTO driven vertical aerator with effective width of 168cm. The Technicore gives a true 127mm (5in) depth of penetration with interchangeable slit, solid or hollow tines. A wide range of hole patterns can be obtained. Multitine and Microcore heads are also available. Special features are: high torque capacity cam shaft; needle-roller bearings fitted with seals; quick release tine fasteners; minimal greasing points.

SOVEREIGN TURF LTD
Stand No. C24
 Fir Tree Farm, Blaxhall, Woodbridge, Suffolk, IP12 2DX; Tel: 01603 664209 Fax: 01728 688949
Contact: Steve Williams
Sovereign Turf Ltd. have been producing high quality turf and valve-in-head sprinkler will also be featured, as well as a special section for the student Greenkeeper with a working unit.

STANDARD GOLF (UK) LIMITED
Stand No. B36
Maxwell Hart Business Centre, PO Box 297, Lightwater, GU18 5HJ; Tel: 0345 125398 Fax: 0276 452616
Contact: Duncan Stewart
Standard Golf (UK) Ltd will be exhibiting the very best Golf course Equipment made by Standard Golf of America featuring all that is necessary to equip a course to the highest level of quality at competitive prices. This is an opportunity to see for yourself the comprehensive range of colourful equipment designed with the ideal of making Golf a better game and golf courses more beautiful. The highly affordable and durable products help get every hole off to a good start. New Standard Golf products for 1995 will be displayed for the first time. Our trained staff will be available to assist you with any queries you may have.

STA-BRITE SUPPLIES LTD
Stand No. A5
Unit 7 Bossemer Park, Bossemer Road, Basingstoke, Tel: 01256 811811 Fax: 01256 811078
Contact: Mike Fabb
STA-Brite are suppliers of top quality turf care products to Groundsmen and Greenkeepers throughout the South of England and South Wales. In addition to our own highly respected ranges of Fertilisers, Grass Seed Mixtures and Line Marking paints we are distributors for most of the best known names in turf care products including: Rhone-Poulenc, Vitax, Mommersteeg, Supaturf, Farmura, Schweizer and many more. We look forward to seeing you and discussing your needs for the following: fertilisers, Grass Seed, Chemicals, Top Dressings, Soil Conditioners, Wetting Agents, Spreaders, Line Marking Systems, Sprayers, Golf Equipment, Sports Equipment, Parks Furniture and Hand Tools.

S.T.R.I.
Stand No. C3
St Ives Estate, Bingley, Bradford, West Yorkshire, BD16 1AU; Tel: 0274 565131 Fax: 0274 561891
Contact: Dr Tim Lodge
The STRI is recognised as the leading authority on the production and management of golf courses. It is the national centre for the investigation of problems affecting the establishment and maintenance of turf for golf and a range of other sports and amenities. Its advisory service provides the means by which this expertise is made available to the industry. STRI agronomists cover all parts of the UK and several European countries where they advise on over 1000 golf courses. STRI also provides an architectural service, carries out ecological appraisals of golf courses and offers a 5-day instructional course for greenkeepers.

S.T.E.M.
Stand No. C50
Owen Street, Coalville, Leicester LE67 3DE Tel 0530-510060 Fax 0530-510299
SUPATURF PRODUCTS LTD
Stand No. A4
Amenity House, 2 Maizefield, Hinckley Fields Industrial Estate, Hinckley, Leicestershire,
LE10 1YF, Tel: 0455 234677 Fax: 0455 234714
Contact: Marcus Palmer
Two brand new water management products for fine turf are to be launched at BTME'95
and Supaturf are preparing for a grand presentation at Harrogate. To promote the launch
of these new Greenkeeper products, Supaturf are running a competition with the chance
of a free trip to the GCSCA in San Francisco with the BIGGA party. If you haven’t
already entered, please see the advertisement in the December Greenkeeper International
for further details.
To add to their existing range of line markers and marking liquids for both grass and hard
surfaces, Supaturf have introduced a new range of line marking aerosols, called Supa
Mark, ideal for use around the golf course.

SUPREME MOWING LTD
Stand No. A32B
Wet Moor Lane, Wath on Dearne, Rotherham, S63 7LR,
Tel: 01709 873436 Fax: 01709 878005
Contact: Chris Saunders
Precision cylinder grinders suitable for all professional equipment maintenance work-shops
form the centrepiece of the Supreme Mowing stand. The company is exhibiting both its
Leader and Supreme System cylinder grinders, the latter fitted with the company’s
unique automatic relief grinding attachment. This patented device, being demonstrated on
the stand allows a relief angle to be applied to all blades on a mowing cylinder completely
automatically and without any resetting by the operator. A range of replacement
cylinders and bottom blades suitable for most mowers is also on show.

SYMBO
Stand No. B24
Sutton Business Centre, Restormer Way, Wallington, Surrey, Tel: 081 669 0011
Fax: 081 773 8449
Contact: Guy Longshaw
Symbio’s biological approach to sports turf maintenance continues to expand and
develop. ‘Biotreated’ bacteria and fungi in ‘Green Circle’ have been used to prevent and treat fusar-
ium, thatch, Fungus, anthracnose, improve general vigour and reduce fertiliser and fungi-
cides applications.
Symbio’s ‘Black Layer Treatment’ unlocks nutrient in anaerobic conditions giving dramatic
improvements in vigour and root growth.
Symbio’s ‘Living Water’ division takes care of all your water quality concerns – be they
lake/irrigation water or smelly septic tanks!
This year symbio launch their biological oil remover for quick breakdown of oil spills and
fast turf recovery.

T & G TURF IRRIGATION SERVICES
Stand No. B47
38 Halfpenny Lane, Knaresborough, North Yorkshire, Tel/Fax: 0423 864963
Contact: Tony Teggin
T & G Turf Irrigation Services are again sharing the stand with Watermation as there
northern agents, and have doubled the stand size from last year to accommodate the
increase in visitors to the stand. We look forward to meeting clients new and old to dis-
cuss your Irrigation needs.

TACIT
Stand No. B1A
48 Hillmorton Road, Rugby, CV22 5AD, Tel: 0788 566818 Fax: 0788 537485
Contact: Richard Webb
TACIT offer the Course Manager and Greenkeeper a wide range of golf course equipment
traditionally made to the highest standards yet competitively priced to suit most budgets.
New items added to the range for 1995 are the U-Boot Shoe Cleaner, Bronze Bell and
Bracket, suitable for the Fairway, Clubhouse or Centenary, also Big Bird Bunker and Main-
tenance Rakes with 24” sturdy head and lightweight fibreglass shaft.

TALBOT FARM LANDSCAPES
Stand No. C22
Talbot Farm Nursery, 75 Derby Road, Hilton, Derbyshire, DE65 5FP,
Tel: 0283 732755 Fax: 0283 732755
Contact: Sean Goodwin/Mark Goodwin
Talbot Farm Landscapes is a progressive company, which operates nationwide, laying turf
right across the scale ranging from small family homes to large country houses, sports
fields and amenity areas for local authorities.
We have successfully completed a number of golf courses throughout the country to
include The Carnegie Golf Course, Skibo Castle, Durnoch; Pavenham Park Golf Course,
Bedford; Burgham Park Golf Course, Burgham, Northumbria; Matfen Hall Golf Course,
Matfen.
We have also undertaken work at a number of business developments throughout the
country and have recently developed our own laying machine, “The Turfporter”, which is
proving to be a major asset to our company.

T.I.L. IRRIGATION LTD
Stand No. A15
Water House, 10 Carvers Industrial Estate, Southampton Road, Ringwood,
Hampshire, BH24 1JS, Tel: 0242 476261/2 Fax: 0242 472380
Contact: Peter Roberts
T.I.L. Irrigation Ltd., a member of the Hydroscape Group Ltd., will once more be amongst
the exhibitors at BTME. As one of the founder exhibitors, T.I.L. view the show as an
important date in the Events Diary, and an almost unique opportunity to meet new and old
friends.
The T.I.L. staff will be on hand to show visitors the latest range of Toro Golf Course Sprin-
TILDENET LIMITED
Stand No. B13
Longbrook House, Ashton Vale Road, Bristol,
BS3 2HA; Tel: 0272 669684
Fax: 0272 231251
Contact: Lawrence Green/Ruth Hensman
Tildenet Ltd, the international netting company are market leaders in perimeter ballstop netting. They now supply fencing kits for self-installation as well as offering a full installation service, including advice on obtaining planning permission. In addition, Tildenet will be exhibiting their increased range of golf practice nets, to cater to the busiest of professionals and golf clubs, to the keen beginners back garden. Target nets, anti-ball plugging nets and germination sheets can also be found in the Tildenet stand.

D W TOMLIN
Stand No. B28
Old Leake, Boston, Lincolnshire, PE22 9JS,
Tel: 0205 870535
Fax: 0205 871304
Contact: Richard Tomlin/D W Tomlin
D W Tomlin will be exhibiting a range of machinery suitable for use with compact and larger tractors for the construction and maintenance of turfed areas along with the Greensiron greens roller.

TORO COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS
Stand No. A35
Station Road, St. Neots, Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire, PE19 1QH,
Tel: 01480 476971 Fax: 01480 216167
Contact: Peter Mansfield/David Cole
Toro is showing three new turf maintenance products added to its range this year. The Reelmaster 5300-D is a completely reworked model of the Toro 5100-D lightweight fairway mower with added power for cutting in tougher conditions such as longer grass and hilly areas. The new machine has the same technical specification as the 5100-D but is fitted with a bigger 32 hp engine and appropriately other up-rated components giving 25% more torque to the reels. The Greensmaster 3100-3 wd is a new three wheel drive model of Toro's lightweight greens mower, which has the ability to access and mow difficult to reach greens and handle broader applications for improved playability and after cut appearance throughout the golf course. The Toro HC4000 is a new high capacity aerator for use with smaller tractors of 25 hp to 45 hp. It fills the gap between larger fairway and smaller greens aerators and is ideal for those needing a high capacity, deep coring turf aerator.

ALLEN POWER EQUIPMENT
THE BROADWAY, DIDCOT
OXON OX11 8ES
TEL. 01235 813936
FAX 01235 811491

Turf-Actant Products
Stand No. C9
Hollies, Pebmarsh Road, Twinstead, Sudbury,
Suffolk, CO10 7ND,
Tel: 01787 209292 Fax: 01787 269970
Contact: Richard Davies/Richard Clarkson
Turf-Actant Products together with these unique new additions to that range. NU GRO - Liquid blood and bone, Kelpie - Composted seaweed meal, Kelpie Liquid - Liquid seaweed concentrate.

Turf Management
Stand No. A34B
THE GREENKEEPER INTERNATIONAL
38-42 Hampton Road, Teddington, Middlesex,
TW11 0JE,
Tel: 081 943 5701 Fax: 081 943 5673
Contact: Nici Brooks
The monthly magazine for all turf professionals. Each issue brings all the latest news, views and techniques from the turf industry and what's more - you could receive it free! To find out if you qualify for a free copy each month, simply complete a registration form available from our stand, A34B. If you require further information regarding Turf Management, staff at the stand will be only too pleased to answer any questions, alternatively we can be contacted at the above address.

UNDERGEAR EQUIPMENT (RBP) LTD
Stand No. B2A
Black Lake Works, West Bromwich,
West Midlands, B70 0PD; Tel: 0121 553 1606
Fax: 0121 553 1307
Contact: John Edwards
Undergear offer what is probably the most comprehensive range of turf care tyres in the world. In addition to being sole UK distributors for Goodyear Terra Tyres, Undergear are distributors for Trelleborg, Bridgestone, Carlisle and Continental tyres. Undergear developed their own "Golf" design tyre specially for the preparation of the Ryder Cup course at the Belfry. This tyre is now working on courses all over the UK and is also exported to many countries. Undergear can supply tyres for most machines and with their own wheel-making facility offer complete tyres and wheel units to the customer's individual requirements.

VITAX LTD
Stand No. A34A
Owen Street, Coalville, Leicester, LE67 3DE,
Tel: 0530 510060; Fax: 0530 510299
Contact: Trevor Holmes
Vitax will be displaying their new range of liquid mosskillers. This fine turf and hard surface mosskiller is a fine turf and hard surface mosskiller and biocide. Pack sizes 5 litre - 10 litre. Vitax Stay Wet is the ultimate water absorbing granule, say the makers, for targeting water pristi- nely at plant root level. Pack size 25kg. Fine X is a new improved seaweed formulation of this long established fine turf spring and summer powder fertiliser. Pack size 25kg.
These new products will be featured alongside the full Vixx sport amenity and key range products.

WARWICKSHIRE COLLEGE
Stand No. C33
Moreton Morrell, Warwick, CV35 9BL,
Tel: 0926 651367
Contact: Chris Gray
Warwickshire College has a long tradition of quality courses for greenkeepers and groundsmen. The college is the GTC Approved Centre for greenkeeper training and education in the Midlands. NVQ's L1,2,3 and 4 offered on a day release basis. The college also offers a wide range of shorter courses in turf related areas, including FEPA training and chainsaw operation.

WATERMATION SPRINKLERS & CONTROLS LTD
Stand No. B47
Tongham Road, Aldershot, Hants, GU12 4AA,
Tel: 01252 336838 Fax: 01252 336808
Contact: Mrs E Hawthorn
The sprinklers and controllers on display are made in this Country by Watermation and include their latest GRV sprinklers which now feature the new, patented, dry pop action, which avoids puddlings around the base as the sprinkler does not start irrigation until clear of the bowl. Watermation have also produced this year a new small, inexpensive controller called EPIC (Easily Programmable Irrigation Controller) which comes in a choice of models ranging from 6 through to 30 zones, has 3 independent programs plus many calendar choices.

WELSH COLLEGE OF HORTICULTURE
Stand No. C31A
Northop. Mold, Clwyd, Tel: 0352 840861 Fax: 0352 940731
Contact: Graham Wright
The Premier College in North/Mid Wales offering a complete package of courses for the Greenkeeping Industry. The College over the last 6 years has consolidated its portfolio of training programmes. The latest programme is a ‘Home study with limited college block weeks’, designed for greenkeepers in Portugal, but having adaptations for rural areas inaccessible to college inputs, small 9 hole clubs with limited personnel and mature entrants into the industry who may feel intimidated with attending formal training courses. The Welsh College prides itself on a flexible and friendly approach to Greenkeeper Training.

WHITE HORSE CONTRACTORS LIMITED
Stand No. C10A
Blakes Oak Farm, Lodge Hill, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 2JD, Tel: 01865 736272 Fax: 01865 326176
Contact: Kevin Smith
The sprinklers and controllers on display are made in this Country by Watermation and include their latest GRV sprinklers which now feature the new, patented, dry pop action, which avoids puddlings around the base as the sprinkler does not start irrigation until clear of the bowl. Watermation have also produced this year a new small, inexpensive controller called EPIC (Easily Programmable Irrigation Controller) which comes in a choice of models ranging from 6 through to 30 zones, has 3 independent programs plus many calendar choices.

ZWENENMANN (UK) LTD
Stand No. B46
Stoney Brae, Potterhill, Paisley, Tel: 041 884 2552 Fax: 041 884 6252
Contact: Gordon McMurdo
Zwenmann operate throughout the U.K. using its own specialist plant which boasts of six fully equipped laser grade control Mas tensbrook trenchers. W.H.C. are able to provide a comprehensive package from design through to construction for a wide range of products. The Company offers services including drainage, sand sieving, sand grooving, vertidraining and top dressing, water supply, irrigation, lakes and ponds, access roads, fencing, landscaping etc, all carried out by its own experienced workforce.

ZENECAS PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS
(Formerly ICI Professional Products)
Stand No. C42
Farnhurst, Haslemere, Surrey, GU27 3JE,
Tel: 0428 645454 Fax: 0428 657222
Contact: Roger Mossop
Zeneca Professional Products, formerly ICI Professional Products will be displaying their full range of quality products and services. Major products include ‘Daconil’ - turf and the recently introduced ‘Greenshield’ turf fungi- cide which has both contact and systemic activity. These two products give greenkeepers the best alternatives for the control of the major turf diseases throughout the year. Information will also be available on ‘Enforcer’ Zeneca’s new liquid mosskiller for use on grass and hard surfaces. The ‘Longlife’ fertilizer range which offers quality and value for money has been further expanded with the introduction of ‘Clearrun’ (9-7-7 + herbicide). ‘Clearrun’ is an ideal product choice for combined feeding and weed control on fairways and sports turf. ‘Longlife’ granular and the ‘Ultra-Green’ water soluble fertilizers used in a managed programme can give your course the excellent appearance you seek.

The turf is not the only area that needs looking after on a course. Zeneca are able to offer effective solutions for the problems that affect your fairways, greens, tees and rough. Contact your Zeneca representative or Zeneca’s own Greenkeeping Advisory Team.

A.L.S. ORGANIC SYSTEMS
A.L.S. Premier MICRO LIFE 4-3-2
Organic fertiliser, enriched with Predatory Fungi, 25kg bags in Crumb Formulation.

A.L.S. Premier SOIL LIFE
Natural Organic Soil Conditioner specially enriched with Beneficial Micro Organisms, 25kg bags, in Crumb Formulation.

A.L.S. Premier ORGANIC SPRING UP
18-3-3
Organic Based Granular Fertiliser, 25kg bags.

A.L.S. Premier ORGANIC PLUS
10-2-7+2%Fe+1%Mg
Organic Based Compound Fertiliser, 25kg bags.

A.L.S. Premier ORGANIC FEEDER 8-7-7
Pure Liquid Organic Blood and Bone, 10ltr containers.

Let’s put life back in your greens

01952 641949 Fax: 247369
AMENITY LAND SERVICES, LONG LANE, WELLINGTON, TELFORD, TF6 6HA